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Action Learning Reg Revans is considered the architect of action learning. Inglis defined AL as "a process
which brings people together to find solutions to problems and, in doing so, develops both the individuals and
the organization" p. However, Revans also says that it is not just project work, job rotation, case studies or
business games. According to Inglish , action learning differs from these other methodologies in the following
ways. Learning is centered around the need to find a solution to a real problem. Learning is voluntary and
learner driven. Individual development is as important as finding the solution to the problem. Action learning
is a highly visible, social process, which may lead to organizational change. Action learning takes time. As
originally envisioned, an action learning program would take months, excluding implementation. The
following is a brief explanation of each element Spence, Problem - The problem should be non-technical in
nature and deal with either strategic or tactical issues. The outcome of the problem solutions must matter to
the participants. Participants within a set may work on the same problem or different problems. Set - A set of
four to six action learners that solve the problem together. Set members should be competent and committed
and come have a range of expertise. Client - The owner of the problem. May be a set member or sponsoring
organization. Set Advisor - The group facilitator. The set advisor explains the action learning process and
builds appropriate interpersonal skills. This person also maintains open communication with the client. As the
action learning progresses, set members may take on some of these responsibilities. Process - Observation of
the problem, reflection and hypothesis forming and action. Action learning has been applied in many areas of
adult education such as nursing education and human resource development graduate programs. Making the
Most of Action Learning. Becoming critically reflective through action reflection learning TM. New
Directions for Adult and Continuing Education no. New techniques for management. Action learning for
individual and organizational development [Electronic version]. Department of Education, under Contract No.
Retrieved August 24, , from http: While many people have contributed to the theory and research of anchored
instruction, Bransford is the principal spokesperson and hence the theory is attributed to him. The initial focus
of the work was on the development of interactive videodisc tools that encouraged students and teachers to
pose and solve complex, realistic problems. The video materials serve as "anchors" macro-contexts for all
subsequent learning an d instruction. As explained by CTGV , p Our anchors were stories rather than lectures
and were designed to be explored by students and teachers. Anchored instruction is closely related to the
situated learning framework see CTGV, , and also to the Cognitive Flexibility theory in its emphasis on the
use of technology-based learning. Anchored instruction and its relationship to situated cognition. Educational
Researcher, 19 6 , Anchored instruction and situated cognition revisted. Educational Technology, 33 3 ,
Authentic learning is the type of learning promoted by anchored instruction , in which instruction is
"anchored" in a realistic problem situation Cognition and Technology Group, Young , recommends the
following test of "authenticity. There should also be an opportunity to distinguish between relevant and
irrelevant information. Finding and defining problems as well as solving them should be a generative process.
Finally, students should engage in collaborative activities in which they draw upon their beliefs and values.
Cognition and Technology Group. Educational Researcher, 19 8 , Instructional design 2nd ed. Instructional
design for situated learning.
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The Informa is a keypad unit that has the capability of dialling prerecorded speech messages over a telephone
line. It is installed as part of your intruder system, so that when the system detects an intrusion the external
siren will sound to alert your neighbours and the Informa will dial a programmed telephone number and play a
recorded speech message to alert someone else to the intrusion. For example, the Informa can contact a friend
or relative who lives close to your home, who can investigate the alarm and call the police if necessary. What
Does the Informa Need to Know? Before Informa can work, you must program it with the telephone numbers
to use and record the alarm messages to be played. The Informa can memorise four spoken messages. There
are three types of alarm: For each alarm call, the Informa plays the location message, followed by alarm
message 2, 3 or 4. So a typical call could be: Your installer will tell you which alarm messages can be used
with your system. Telephone Numbers Up to three telephone numbers can be designated and memorised by
the Informa. It is recommended that these numbers belong to friends or relatives who Speech Dialler live close
to your home, who can carry out an initial investigation of the alarm, then contact the police, if appropriate.
The Informa can also be programmed to contact your mobile phone, but unless you are close to home this may
not be very useful. When a call is received, it must be acknowledged in order to end the call process, so ensure
that your designated contacts know how to acknowledge a call. The Informa call setup can work in one of two
ways: In the first case, it begins by calling the first programmed number and plays the message that
corresponds to the type of alarm. If two different alarms have occurred, both corresponding alarm messages
are played. If the message is not acknowledged, it will call the second, then the third number, until it receives
an acknowledgement. See Acknowledging The Informa calls each number in sequence, so you should ensure
that the first number programmed belongs to the person most likely to answer the call. In the second case, the
telephone number called corresponds to the type of alarm that has occured, so that only one designated contact
is called, depending upon the type of alarm: Intruder, PA or Fire. If the call is not acknowledged, the Informa
will continue to call the same number seven more times. Check with the installer which type of setup has been
programmed. In both cases, if a Follow Me number has been programmed, this will be the first number called.
See Setting the Follow Me Number, on page 3.
3: Programmed instruction.
This report presents a description of the principles of programmed instruction and an explanation of the major
components of a program. No attempt is made to review or critique all available speech and language programs, but
certain programs are discussed in some detail in order to illustrate adequate and inadequate.

4: Donald H. Ecroyd (Author of Handbook for Voice and Articulation)
The Effectiveness of Paraprofessionals and a Speech Clinician as Agents of Articulation Intervention Using
Programmed Instruction You will receive an email whenever this article is corrected, updated, or cited in the literature.

5: Programmed Instruction | Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders | ASHA Publications
Key Words: Programmed instruction, aphasia, rehabilitation, behavioral speech interventions Introduction Behavior
theory presents a set of principles by which a person's performance can be observed, analyzed and modified to support
the development of socially valued adaptive skills.
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Programmed instruction consists of the teacher coming under control of the interaction of student behavior with specific
features of the instructional setting.

7: Instructional Models
Donald H. Ecroyd is the author of Handbook for Voice and Articulation ( avg rating, 1 rating, 0 reviews), Communicate
Through Oral Reading ( avg.
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